


NatureMaker Steel Art Trees are a bold synthesis of art, masterful engineering, 
and original arboreal sculpture. Life-size and true to scale, each tree perfectly 
“captures” the nuances of silhouette, trunk, branch, bark and limb structure. 
Whether a monumental banyan tree with intricate aerial roots and expansive 
overhead canopy seemingly supporting a tree house in a museum; or a six-story oak 
“wow feature” in an atrium; or an oasis of multi-story tall palm trees in a busy retail 
corridor – NatureMaker trees have been specified and commissioned by the world’s 
finest architects, designers, developers, and planners for more than three decades.

A team of artists, sculptors, certified welders, engineers, and installers are the 
nucleus of NatureMaker’s many landmark projects, successfully executed and 
completed for a worldwide audience that includes museums, libraries, educational 
institutions, nature centers, hospitality, gaming, entertainment , health care,  
retail, special events, restaurants, airports, atriums, and high end residential. 

Each tree is designed and engineered to meet all design and architectural 
specifications, including building, seismic, and fire codes. Our unique 
methodologies allow for integration of highly naturalistic tree art into the 
architecture of the building – including column clad and wall-mounted trees,  
as well as interactive, walk-though trunk structures.

NatureMaker Steel Art Trees offer numerous other benefits, including lower  
weight bearing loads than similar size living trees; ease of maintenance; 
sustainable materials; and, most importantly, the ability to incorporate Nature  
on the grandest scale, even 62-stories in the sky!

Please visit our website, www.naturemaker.com, or feel free to contact me for 
additional information. Thank you in advance for reviewing this material.  
We look forward to hearing from you in the near future.

Cordially,

Gary Hanick, President
NatureMaker  • 6225 El Camino Real, #110, Carlsbad, CA 92009 USA
Ph: 760.438.4244  •  Fax: 760.438.4344

WWW.NATUREMAKER.COM
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The Art of Nat ure
Ecological artistry meets expert engineering. NatureMaker’s® hand-sculpted trees are the original, 
incomparable, Steel Art Trees™. Each, a “still life with bark,” welcomes its own unique artistic 
expression within any given space. Idyllic. Majestic. And perfectly imperfect. Exactly as Mother  
Nature intended.
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Reverence for the silhouette and 
                 the personality of the icon tree  
  brought to life by the master artist.”

NatureMaker Steel Art Trees
specimen: A stand of birch trees

30' tall birch trees create a majestic meeting space in the  
54th floor sky garden of a corporate headquarters.

”
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hotels resorts restaurants casinos

An ambiance of beauty and a sense of 
tranquility  envelops you amidst the 
vigor of limbs reaching skyward and 
canopies enshrouding majestically. 
Emotionally enriching, NatureMaker 
Steel Art Trees reinforce the ever-
present complement of nature and 
design while accounting for weight-
bearing loads without the added 
expense of pest control and excessive 
engineering costs associated with 
water, power, irrigation and drainage. 
All important considerations when 
calculating expenditures.

 "Capturing the oneness  
      of nature. its scale. its  
essence. its majesty. this is the  
domain of  

                                              
 .”

NatureMaker Steel Art Trees
specimen: 25' tall Chinese Money tree  

at night

The iconic tree celebrates  
Chinese New Year in the  

Bellagio Conservatory, Las Vegas

Hospitality
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NatureMaker Steel Art Trees
specimen: A 25' Oak tree installed at  

The Metropolitan Museum of Art,  
Vogue/Costume Institute Gala, New York 

photo by Robert Bloom | www.Rbbdigital.com

museums libraries  
educational institutions 

Look closely and you’ll see 
painstakingly-sculpted impressions 
of real bark with all its natural 
anomalies. Step back and sense the 
grandeur of the tree’s presence. What 
could be more important to educators, 
museum administrators, librarians 
— anyone whose vocation is to 
educate? The curious always inhabit 
the confluence where art and nature 
intersect. NatureMaker truly sees the 
forest for the trees.  

“                                                              —  literally in  
a class by itself — is the world’s  
leading studio specializing in  
one-of-a-kind arboreal sculpture.”

Heritage
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offices  atriums  retail  healthcare

Softening environments that risk appearing stark and austere, NatureMaker trees enliven corporate and 
public spaces and complement architectural styles. Beyond that, NatureMaker also provides assurances. 
Materials used contain no VOCs. Recycled steel is used for each frame. And, when complete, each 
tree is ASTM E-84 Class Fire and Smoke certified and ADA compliant.
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N o molds are used. each order is  
             custom handcrafted, shipped in sections  
             and reassembled onsite.”
 

“

NatureMaker Steel Art Trees
specimen: Oak tree (detail of bark)

Each tree is one-of-a-kind and handcrafted, incorporating vision, 
sensitivity and touch to create a completely immersive experience 

of Nature.

specimen: (following page)  
Wall-mounted Oak tree frames the entry into a  

Children's Play Area. 

specimen: (following page, inside)  
30' tall sculpted Queen Palms create a peaceful oasis in a  

busy airport atrium.

Public Art
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The variety of trees sculpted 
and installed by NatureMaker 
is limited only by Mother 
Nature’s classification and your 
imagination. No environment 
yet has proven indifferent to a 
NatureMaker specimen tree. 
As illustrated on the following 
gallery pages, a NatureMaker 
Steel Art Tree complements 
memorable spaces by creating 
an experience that accentuates 
the scale and beauty of an 
environment’s natural ambiance.

NatureMaker Steel Art Trees
specimen: a stand of Pines  

at the Los Angeles Zoo outdoor enclosure

NatureMaker is a synthesis of art  
and engineering.

Gallery Experiential

20

Bug holes. Fungus, moss and decay. Twisted, knobby, contorted and distorted trunks and 
limbs. Faithful reproductions for hands-on discovery, but are they realistic enough to convince the  
animals at the zoo? Absolutely, but don’t tell any of them. They’ve been living comfortably among  
NatureMaker Steel Art trees for years.

 

 

  

“T he general category, or genus, of our work  
is trees. the specific genius of our work is the  
attention to detail.”
 

NatureMaker Steel Art Trees
specimen: Baobab tree (detail of bark)

specimen: 30’ Banyan tree with a  
30’ diameter canopy 

with its tentacle-like aerial roots  
emerging above the ground plane  

of this indoor waterpark.

zoos amusement education aquatic centers
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The art of engineering and 
designing a Steel Art Tree begins 
with a thorough understanding of 
the client’s wishes and the space 
it occupies. Certified welders then 
create the underlying structure of 
the approved design. NatureMaker’s 
proprietary arboreal texture 
and foliage is applied and hand-
painted by artisans. Each tree 
is then disassembled, shipped 
and reassembled on site. Sound 
simple? That’s the beauty of art 
— NatureMaker art. Making the 
complex look simple.

NatureMaker Steel Art Trees
images: Development process. 
Design, engineering, welding,  

sculpting, and painting. 

NatureMaker's foundation 
and structure — the 

collaborative artistry of 
engineers, designers, welders, 

sculptors, painters, and 
installers.

creating a Steel Art Tree

Process
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All kinds of trees. any type and any  
species. but the one thing in common with  
every tree is its roots.”
 

NatureMaker Steel Art Trees

images: (above)
the late Bennett Abrams, ecological artist and sculptor. 

 and co-founder, working on-site

(right, from top to bottom) 
co-founder Gary Hanick at a media interview 

Jim Paul, Vice President of Design

Bruno Barreto and Craig Duncan, Senior Artists
 

a lifelong journey from micro to macro

                 Our Roots
Founded in the mountains of Idyllwild, California circa 1983, Gary Hanick and his partner — the 
renowned Bennett Abrams — each had the passion, foresight and technological acumen to create 
an entirely unique and contemporary visual design niche. Bennett (at the time a successful eco-art wax 
sculptor) decided one day to drag a five foot tree limb back to the studio. In his mind it became a full-
sized, articulated, realistic tree. Their imagination-business grew to the state-of-the-art facility Nature-
Maker now occupies. But one thing has remained constant. No one tree is ever the same.

"
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What is a Steel Art Tree?
A NatureMaker Steel Art Tree is a synthesis of art 
and engineering. Steel, for the structurally sound 
framework and Art for the individually hand-
sculpted, hand-painted and expertly appointed 
specimen tree. Each tree is “87 percent botanically 
accurate.” The remaining percentage represents 
equal portions of passion, skill and the love of nature 
that defines each original arboreal sculpture.

How do I determine what type of tree I want?
Contact us and we’ll consult with you. The specific 
type of tree is determined by the general design 
of the space and the ambiance desired. A tree’s 
configuration is a function of ceiling height, desired 
canopy coverage and tree location (free-standing, 
column-wrapped or wall-mounted). Careful 
consideration is also given to the degree of public 
interaction.

Are the materials used to create a 
NatureMaker Steel Art Tree fire rated?
All materials used for our trees — including the 
foliage — are fire retardant and conform to the 
maximum ASTM E 84 flame/smoke rating.

How safe is a NatureMaker Steel Art Tree?
NatureMaker’s state-of-the-art engineering assures 
that each tree, regardless of size, exceeds applicable 
building and seismic codes. 

Are the trees ADA compliant?
All trees that are installed in public spaces are  
ADA compliant. 

How should a tree be cleaned? 
Surface dust on the silk-like foliage should be 
monitored regularly so no surface build-up occurs. 
Dust, removed by compressed air should drop onto 
canvas or a plastic tarp placed around the bottom  
of the tree. Periodic dusting of the silk-like foliage 
with a pole-mounted electrostatic duster will keep 
your tree dust-free and fresh-looking longest.

How should a tree be maintained?
NatureMaker provides a touch up paint kit in the 
unlikely instance that the bark texture gets chipped. 
A cleaning product is also available for the foliage 
and should be periodically applied once the surface 
dust has been removed. 

How much does a Steel Art Tree cost?
As with any custom handcrafted sculpture, fixed 
pricing is impractical. A detailed proposal of the 
design, engineering, fabrication, shipping and 
installation is based upon the complexity of 
each request.

 What about the weight?
Weight is a factor depending on type of tree 
requested and location in the building. Again, 
NatureMaker accommodates for all the appropriate 
engineering prior to custom fabrication.

How are the trees shipped? 
Once the fabrication is complete in NatureMaker’s 
studio each tree is dismantled. Each component is 
then labeled, numbered, color-coded, and wrapped. 
The component parts are packaged and shipped 
according to schedule. 

How are the trees installed?
Installation too, is an art. The NatureMaker team 
arrives at the project site to set up the structural 
tree components. The appropriate machinery and 
equipment lifts the heavier components in place. 
The telescoping connections and sections of trunk, 
limbs and branches are then reassembled according 
to labeling instructions. The final detailing is made 
to match adjacent areas of the trunk, limbs, branches 
and foliage.

Does the tree have to come through the roof?
No. Since the tree is shipped in telescopically 
interlocking components, it is not necessary to bring 
the tree through the roof. Nor is it necessary for 
entire walls to remain un-constructed prior 
to installation. 

Are the materials used harmful to the 
environment?  
NatureMaker’s trees are produced using 75 percent 
recycled steel and other renewable materials. Both 
the odorless and non toxic composite bark and the 
water-based paint contain no VOCs. NatureMaker’s 
artificial trees meet or exceed emissions guidelines 
for volatile organic compounds (VOCs) and 
hazardous air pollutants (HAPs). See our website 
at naturemaker.com for more information on our 
sustainability practices.

Frequently Asked Questions
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